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Initial shocks 03 the type that occur on airfoils at
stream Mach numbers less than unity are shown to satisfy -—- .
a certain condition, namely, that the local Mach number
behind the shock wave tends to approach unity. Thi S —
result is, in nature, similar to the classic condition of








When the flow velocity on ,~he “surface
exceeds the local velocity of sound; there
restricted supersonic potential flow field




bounded” bj-lihe ‘- -
on the —.
remainder. Where a certain maxi~w- supersonic velgcity
is attained, as in the middle of a section with fore-
and-aft symmetry, there will be a“gradual reduction in
velocity and the supersonic region will merge into the
subsonic field. When the critical condition is reached, .
there will be a rather sudden change in the flow. Instead
-.
of reverting back-to -subsonic by a gra$lual “and potential
flow, the velocity will .not reach a msximum in the central “-
point as before tit will increase farther along the contour
and then revert to sonic value (locally) by a sudden shock.
This shock causes a corresponding (aud.den) increase in
the drag and a reduction in the circulation. The
velocities will fo-r’,t~s .re-as.onhe. considerably below the
Prandtl-Meyer values. In the.following d~scus.sion it will
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shock is essentially that of bringing the loc”al velocity
e:1
back b a local sonic value, that a smaller shock is






The shock relations derived byl,!eyer and Prandhl ,
(reference 1) may be given as ....<
.“




where U in ‘an-d uz~ ar”e the normal cortponents “of tHe “
vel~city ahd Ult and Uzt are the tangential components
of the velocity bef’~re and aft-er a shock w“ave, respec-
tively; tlx.quantity cs is the critlcal”velocity of’





By use of the ‘local.tiach nunbe’r ?.?= ~ =whe re v is
the local fluid velocity and c $s”the .Iocal welocity of
sound, the fol”lowing””siln”jle.and symmetric re~ti.orm are _... .....”
obtained: ‘
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wher e Ml and M~t are the normal and tangential cm- ‘“ “ .,
..
ponents of thwllach number on the upstream side and M2 --
-4”.-





and. M2t .sze~,$.hes@n~ qu~q-$ities on, t,he ,QownStr-eam side
of the shock line. (see fig. ””lo)
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and downstream sides of the shock line, respec-
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The relation for &h& angl@’:of...the shock
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T2 [(KAl+ C}- ~’,][w(~, + c) +D]
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The relationships among the vartous variables are
shown in figures 1 to 7. Figure 1 shows the relations
Of M, ‘Mlj 1(2, Mlt, h!zt, M,2_~, ~,” md b. co 9 5 is glott-ed
against M foq various values of M2T In figure 2 and
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the angle 5 is plotted similarly in figure ‘3, which
also shows a magnified plot near M = 1 for }~2T = 1.
Figures ,4 and ~ show the pressures and temperatures, ._
respectively, resulting from shocks with M2T = 1. The
variation of cos2a with M for M2T = 1 iS shoi+n in .-
figure 6. In this figure the asymptotic value should be
noted. In figure 7 the function M2cos2a is-plotted
againSt M fOr M2T = 1. .
Values of cos:.15 and 5 are listed in.table I for




The nature of the oblique shock for M2T = 1 will Y:
now be indicated. Suppose for the moment that the shock ‘~s+ (
on the upper side of an airfoil results in a value M2T>19& ~ ,
The flow is then still supersonic and, since the flow
1~
--
diverges on the back part of the airfoil, the Mach number
will increase until a second stick occurs. This S~COIld ?i3
shock may or may not produce a subs~nic regio-n;” the
.j-
process therefore continues until finally a lodal Mach - L*
number of unity is reached behind the”l’ast shock. From
-$$x:
then onno further shocks will occur since in a diverging
flow the subsoni’c “velocity decreases. Q.- . .—:.
- fj$
If only a single shock is peymitted, it would be :* -d
expected to replace the niultf.ple shock .an’dproduce a“Mach
:- IJ]
s
number of unity behind the-shock front.
.,-.— 4.
If the slmck should exceed such a shock in inten-sity ‘#w ‘~.
and cause a subsonic velocity behi-fid-the”shock fronti, this r<
shock will. result in a greater entropy increase and h “Y 3!
greater drag than the corresponding values of the shock
previously defined. Nature will prefer the shock that {i:yy”
gives the smaller entropy increase; hence the shock will
%
Lb
reduce the velocity to Q sonic value but no further. e $J
The argument here differs from that used by Tsi’en
and Fejer (reference 2), who favor the condition of
maximum deflection as the criterion. Dailey (reference 3)
chooses a pressure coefficient behind the shock that is
numerically equal to the pressure coefficient at the
local velocity of sound ahead of the wave. Tsien~s
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CONCLUSION ~ “. _.. . ,
A tentative theory is given for a ~pecial contition
on the initial shock wave,””which f’txes a prefermit shock
as the one resultihg In a local sonic velocity behind. .>he
shock fronti “
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
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Figure 3.. Variation of 8 with M for various values of M~~
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Figure 4.- Variation of ratio of preamzrea reeulting from shooks ““ ‘ ‘?*
W~ti M fOr ~T = 1.
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Figure 5.- Variation of ratio of temperatures resulting fron




















F2gure 6.- variation of OOS2U with M ,for MaT = 1.
(Note the asymptotic value.)
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Figure 7.- Variation of funct~on M2c062~ with M for M2T = 1.
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